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A Blaze of Work and Liquor: The Intertextuality
of Drinking in Fitzgerald

"Back again in a blaze of work and liquor"
F. Scott Fitzgerald, Notebooks

Fifty years after his death on December 21, 1940, F. Scott

Fitzgerald is known perhaps as well for his drinking as for his

writing. There are a number of reasons for this: the notorious

first-hand accounts of his drinking found in Beloved Infidel, a

book written by Gerold Frank and Sheilah Graham, his companion

during his last years in Hollywood; the sensational, personal

account of Fitzgerald's drinking in Hemingway's A Moveable Feast;

the generous attention to Fitzgerald's drinking found in

biographies by authors such as Matthew Bruccoli, Scott Donaldson,

Arthur Mizener, and Andrew Turnbull; and the recent critical

examinations of alcoholic authors, Tom Dardis' The Thirsty Muse

and Thomas Gilmore's Equivocal Spirits, which have analyzed in

great detail Fitzgerald's drinking and its possible effects on

his writing.

When these accounts of his drinking are set alongside the

drinking represented in Fitzgerald's fiction, it is easy to

understand the source of his reputation as American literature's

best-known drunk. Current critical opinion, adhering to the

present trend of fascination with the personal weaknesses of

great writers, holds that drinking destroyed Fitzgerald's health

and writing career. But while his health was inarguably eroded
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by excessive drinking, it is my contention that Fitzgerald's

writing and drinking cannot be separated. Drinking provides the

basis of coherence for Fitzgerald's writing. In Fitzgerald's

five novels there are over three hundred incidents of drinking-

an astounding average of about one incident for every four pages

of text! If drinking were detrimental to his writing, a full

quarter of the prose in Fitzgerald's novels must be judged as

inferior product. with what would the critics replace this

significant one-quarter of Fitzgerald's subject matter? And what

would have provided the coherence and structure of his fiction

had Fitzgerald not been a drinker?

Moreover, the current literary biographies of Fitzgerald

cannot be us d to answer these questions because they presume to

fix the character of Fitzgerald for all time as the alcoholic

(and therefore less-than-exemplary) novelist. In other words,

they are founded upon the very assumption that requires

examination. The problem may lie in the nature of literary

biography as a form of inquiry. It is the conception of

biography as the ultimate judgment of the author's life that

needs to be changed. My intention is to re-characterize the

relationship between Fitzgerald's drinking and his writing, and

in so doing I hope to suggest a more fruitful approach to the

literary biography. For to speak of a non-drinking yet writing

F. Scott Fitzgerald is to name a completely unfamiliar author; to

speak of Fitzgerald is to name a drinking writer. Rather than

mourn his drinking and try to eliminate it from his prose by
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biographical fascination or psychological explanation, it is

better to analyze the one-in-four pages of his novels which

concern drinking, and to do so for the sake of determining the

precise nature of the relationship between his drinking and his

writing. Such a study would reveal, I shall argue, that the

treatment of drinking over the course of Fitzgerald's literary

career was an effort to examine, to evaluate, and to come to

terms with his own drinking. In this manner I hope to reveal the

weaknesses of the biographical approach to Fitzgerald and to also

demonstra e that the real purpose of drinking is to serve as an

intertextual connection, a common bond, between his five novels.

Fitzgerald himself insisted upon the connection between

drinking and writing. "Drinking heightens feelings," Fitzgerald

told his secretary in 1935. "When I drink, it heightens my

emotions and I put it in a story. . My stories written when

sober are stupid ... all reasoned out, not felt" (quoted in

Donaldson 169; Turnbull 259). On this showing, drink is a part

of the writer's equipment, the intuition--the feel--that

accompanies conscious, rationalized knowledge. For Fitzgerald

accordingly it must have seemed impossible to write a story of

convincing emotion without writing about a personal experience of

drinking; any other effort would cUlminate in flagrant

contrivance. To avoid "stupid stories," then, Fitzgerald adopted

drinking as the primary situation around which to craft his

stories. This was necessary because, as he once told a Princeton

classmate, Fitzgerald believed that "the artist's purpose should
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be to express emotions he had lived through in . . . disguise"

(quoted in Turnbull 65). For Fitzgerald, these lived-through

emotions were invariably connected with drinking.

In The Crack-Up Fitzgerald made explicit his belief that

drinking provided a way of tapping into the essential, emotional

nuances of the world, saying that "the more [his friends] were in

tune to the times the more they drank" (30). Drinking is

necessary, in other words, so that the proper judgment of the

emotions connected with one's surroundings can be made; the

conscien 'ous author must drink to represent accurately the

prevailing emotions of "the times," must drink to fulfill the

"artist's purpose." Fitzgerald relied upon drinking to provide

the emotional material and professional competence for his

fiction; and this reliance is often misinterpreted as a sanction

to drink during the construction of the stories. Fitzgerald

specifically rejected any such a notion as it relates to the

formation of novels.

In a letter to his editor Maxwell Perkins, Fitzgerald wrote:

It has become increasingly plain to me that the

very excellent organization of a long book or

the finest perceptions and judgment in time of

revision do not go well with liquor . . . for a

novel you need the mental speed that enables you

to keep the whole pattern in your head . . . .

If a mind is slowed up ever so little it lives

in the individual part of a book rather than in
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a book as a whole; memory is dulled. (Letters 259-

260)

Drinking heightens perception in the respect that only then can

the more profound emotions associated with one's surroundings

truly be experienced. These emotions, experienced while drunk,

must be transcribed, however, during a period of sober

reflection. The "finest perception" that allowed Fitzgerald to

recognize the emotions that were connected with particular bouts

of drinking was paralyzed as long as he was drunk. The ability

to evaluate drinking experiences with respect to their particular

and accompanying emotions can only be undertaken when sober--for

Fitzgerald, a time of composition. writing about drinking,

therefore, provided the opportunity to examine the emotions that

were connected with such experiences, and indeed made the

recognition of those emotions even possible. The incidents are

fictionalized, for it is only through the fictionalization of

them that factual assessments could be constituted. Fiction

provided the only arena in which the drinking events could be

reenacted, in which Fitzgerald could openly analyze the emotions

that were inscribed in drinking. The distinction between fact

and fiction thus became, and remains, blurred.

By his writing about his drinking experiences and about the

emotions that were connected with these experiences, Fitzgerald's

view of himself, of his drinking-self, was thus reordered. Only

by writing about these experiences could he read the emotions.

The most fascinating aspect of this process is that Fitzgerald
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highly valued the particular emotions he associated with his own

drinking. But to understand why he held these sentiments in such

esteem, it is necessary first to isolate the emotions and

attitudes he related to drinking, both in practice and in

artistic reenactment. A careful examination of both sources

reveals seven distinct categories of ideas about drinking.

(1) Enhancement: drinking is represented as enhancing either

social prowess or life in general. (2) Social Propriety:

drinking is seen as the socially correct act, the thing it would

be rude not to do. (3) Condition of Decay: drink is offered as

a condition, but not a cause, of a personality's degeneration.

(4) Impetus for Violent Behavior: drink, as a condition of decay,

is conceived as the cause of violence and mean-spiritedness or

ill-temper. (5) Escape: drinking offers and escape from

personal or worldly problems. (6) False Pledges: pledges are

made to give up drinking for a specified length of time, with the

implication that such a pledge is necessary. (7) Obliviousness:

regular drinking and overindulgence go unperceived by the

drinker. Examples of everyone of these categories can be found

throughout all of Fitzgerald's fiction, as well as in his

private, nonfictional writing; i.e., essays, letters; and this

appearance points to a much deeper relationship between the

fiction and the life than has previously been proposed. At the

very least, these categories combine to create a portrait of the

drinking Fitzgerald that is more coherent and more accurate than

that of the biographers, who tend to discuss his drinking in
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sheerly chronological terms.

Let us examine each of these categories in order. To begin

with, the notion that drinking enhanced the ability to sense

surroundings more profoundly is echoed throughout Fitzgerald's

novels, most notably in The Beautiful and Damned. There drink

contributes directly to Maury Noble's "maturity of purpose":

He who had never taken more than a few cocktails

or a pint of wine at a sitting, taught himself

to drink as he would have taught himself Greek-

like Greek it would be the gateway to a wealth

of new sensations, new psychic states, new

reactions in joy or misery. (43)

Drinking pr ides a pathway to "new sensations"; without it,

these sensations and "new psychic states" would remain

inaccessible, just as without a knowledge of Greek the ideas in

the ancient Greek texts could not be appropriated. And this

enhancement is not an unforeseen by-product of a drinking

experience. Maury Noble drinks for the very purpose of

experiencing this enhancement. Humans' environs become (as

Fitzgerald put it in The Great Gatsby) more "significant,

elemental, and profound" when they drink (47); they are able to

surmount the ordinary and mundane to discover the concealed

composition of the surrounding world.

The social propriety of drinking is championed in the

article "Echoes of the Jazz Age" (1931), reprinted in The Crack

Qu, in which Fitzgerald reflects upon society as he knew it in
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the 1920's. By 1924, "Society, even in small cities, now dined

in separate chambers, and the sober table learned about the gay

table from hearsay. There were very few people left at the sober

table" (18). Drinking had become an integral component of high

society, as common, perhaps more common, than eating. This

ideology is put into practice in This Side of Paradise when

Cecelia Connage asks her brother Alec if his friend Amory Blaine

drinks. "Yes," Alec quickly replies, "nothing queer about him"

(169). It is not drinking that is considered socially improper,

even strange. Drinking is simply an attribute, like eloquence or

personal charm, which is possessed by the members of Fitzgerald's

society.

Drinkin as a condition of decay is described vividly, and

somewhat grimly, in Fitzgerald's personal letters. Replying to

what he perceived as criticism of his drinking from Perkins and

his agent, Harold Ober, Fitzgerald wrote to Ober:

. the assumption that all my troubles are

due to drink is a little too easy. . Of

course any apologia is necessarily a whine to

some extent; a man digs his own grave and should,

presumably, lie in it, and I know that the fault

for this goes back to those years, which were

really years of self-indulgence. (Letters 397)

Fitzgerald admitted to a recent "mental, physical, emotional and

moral" exhaustion, although he was quick to point out that

placing the blame for this exhaustion on his drinking is an
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oversimplification, is "too easy" (397). Fitzgerald again

attacks the notion that drinking is the cause of decay in the

title essay of The Crack-Up, saying:

William Seabrook in an unsympathetic book

tells, with some pride and a movie ending,

of how he became a public charge. What led

to his alcoholism or was bound up with it,

was a collapse of his nervous system. Though

the present writer [Fitzgerald] was not so

entangled--having at the time not tasted so

much as a glass of beer for six months--it

was his nervous reflexes that were giving

way- -too much anger and too many tears. (71)

Fitzgerald claims his drinking only made his decay more apparent;

it did not cause it. In this he is much like the son of Senor

Pardo y Cuidad Real in Tender Is the Night, whose father tells

Dick Diver, "My son is corrupt. . . . Now that there is this

drinking it is more and more obvious" (241-242). Corruption

precedes drinking, which is merely a symptom of it. Fitzgerald's

drinking was a condition of his "corruption," but not its cause.

Associated with heavy drinking as a condition of decay is

violent behavior; in conjunction with drinking, it too serves to

make the decay more obvious. In his letters Fitzgerald described

the violence and mean-spiritedness that was caused by his

drinking. writing to his friend John Peale Bishop, he revealed,

"Zelda and I sometimes indulge in terrible four-day rows that
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always start with a drinking party" (Letters 357). In Tender Is

the Night, Dick Diver gets drunk at a bar in Rome and, while

negotiating with a taxi-driver to drive him to his hotel, gets in

a scuffle and punches an undercover police officer. Diver ends

up by being beaten severely (225-227). Both of these passages

demonstrate that Fitzgerald considered an amount of violence an

ill effect of drinking. At the same time, however, these

drinking incidents did not represent what was by Fitzgerald's

lights a responsible form of drinking. Both excerpts convey the

sense tha the drinking had not been undertaken for the proper

reasons--that is, its use to enhance surroundings or to help to

blend in with society. Yet this violence, caused by drinking, is

distinguished from purely brutal physical violence, as in the

scene in The Great Gatsby in which Tom Buchanan soberly breaks

Myrtle Wilson's nose. The characters in the scene have been

drinking, but the drinking is removed from the actual violence.

Tom's action is that of a man who quotes a white-supremacist book

and who is described by his wife as "hulking." The punch that

breaks Myrtle's nose is an enactment of his native cruelty,

whereas the mean-spiritedness occasionally displayed by certain

of Fitzgerald's characters under the influence of drink is a

temporary lapse from amiability or composure. In general, the

violence associated with drinking is less brutal, less willful

and destructive, and less continuous, than Tom's brand of

violence presented in Fitzgerald's fiction.

The conception of drinking as an escape from problems,
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whether personal or universal, is evinced in Fitzgerald's essay

"My Lost City," about New York in the 1920's. concerning his

search for a career in the city immediately after the First World

War, he wrote, "I was a failure--mediocre in advertising work and

unable to get started as a writer. I got roaring drunk on my

last penny and went home" to st. Paul (The Crack-Up 26). Later

in his life, though, drinking continued to be seen by Fitzgerald

as a panacea. In a long memo "written with Zelda gone to the

clinique," he wrote that he would sometimes go "to the Ritz Bar

where [he] got back [his] self-esteem for half an hour, often

with someone [he] had hardly ever seen before" (quoted in

Bruccoli 298). Fitzgerald clearly viewed drinking as a means of

escaping the ental, emotional, and financial problems--mentioned

in the memo--that plagued him throughout his lifetime; or, more

precisely, Fitzgerald wrote that this was the significance of

many of his drinking experiences. That is, whatever drink may

have been for him in reality, in his own world of ideas it was a

means of getting away from these personal problems.

False pledges to give up drinking are prevalent throughout

Fitzgerald's work. In The Beautiful and Damned he wrote that,

for Anthony Patch,

despite the resolutions of many Mondays it was

tacitly understood as the week-end approached

that it should be observed with some sort of

unholy excitement. . [A]fter the friends had

gathered and Anthony had set out decanters [he
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would] murmur casually:

one high-ball myself' .

'I guess I'll have just

( 296)

In fact, Anthony could never keep his resolutions to abstain from

drinking, even if only during the week (231). Many of

Fitzgerald's own episodes of drinking had also been prefaced by a

pledge that they would not occur (see Edmund Wilson's example in

the obliviousness discussion below). Clearly, then, these

pledges are a way of taking stock of the drinking experience, and

the representation of false pledges in fiction is a way of

honestly evaluating their effectiveness in reducing the amount

that a person drinks.

Fitzgerald's texts contain many instances of the

obliviousnes to drunkenness and overall alcohol consumption. In

The Beautiful and Damned Anthony Patch is surprised when told

that he drinks much of the time:

"You [Anthony Patch] drink all the time,

don't you?" she [Geraldine Burke] said suddenly.

"Why, I suppose so," replied Anthony in

some surprise. "Don't you?"

"Nope... you and your friends keep on

drinking all the time. I should think you'd

ruin your health."

"I don't drink so very much. . . . I only

get really tight about once a week."

"But you have something to drink every day

and you're only twenty-five." (86-87)
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Edmund Wilson reported that once, "having made [Wilson] a

cocktail and asserted he was not drinking, [Fitzgerald] idly

poured himself a glass of gin and drank it off and then said with

evident surprise: 'Did I just drink a glass of gin?--I believe I

did'" (Mizener 228). In both examples the drinker is completely

unaware that he has been drinking until after the act; he is

oblivious to his drinking. But of course the statement (to

Wilson) and the representation (in fiction) are means by which

this obliviousness is registered and by that means assessed.

Each of the seven categories of drinking sets forth the

attitudes and emotions Fitzgerald attributed to drinking in his

own words. Fitzgerald himself provides insight into the

heightened awareness and social prowess he believed he possessed

when drunk, as well as furnishing the reasons why he drank and

the conditions that became associated with his drinking. with

this established, it is now possible to determine why these

particular beliefs and feelings were so central to and esteemed

by Fitzgerald, why they were so important to him that they

interpenetrated his life and his work to the extent that the two

cannot be separated. When we turn to the biographies of

Fitzgerald, we merely find this phenomenon duplicated, fact and

fiction inextricably intertwined, without explanation.

Biography presumes that art duplicates life, and therefore

can serve as a source of fact and judgment about the life; and

they proceed to work by means of this initial (unexamined)

presumption. In Scott Fitzgerald Andrew Turnbull writes that
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Fitzgerald "registered every emotion [which he necessarily

connected with drinking], noticed every change of manners, and

put it in his fiction which he wrote almost like journalism with

a dash of poetry added" (116); in Fool for Love Scott Donaldson

writes that "Fitzgerald revealed his attitudes toward drinking in

his fiction" (173). Both biographers have presumed that there

are two aspects of any study of Fitzgerald, the drinking

experience (the life) and the evaluation of that experience (the

fiction). However, there is only one--the intertextual

experienc of drinking and evaluation of drinking. The method

chosen by biographers (not only Turnbull and Donaldson) closes

their inquiry before it has properly even started; their

presuppositio s blind them to principle of intertextuality which

drinking represents.

It is easy to see why such a presumption comes about. The

order of the seven categories of drinking suggests a logical

progression through a lifetime of drinking. What may start out

as social drinking for the sake of putting oneself at ease in

public situations, used to gain special insight into social

gatherings, can become a detriment to one's health and

reputation, leading to the use of drinking to escape this decline

and the obliviousness that drinking has anything to with this

erosion at all. Determining the extent to which this progression

can be applied to Fitzgerald's life would, at this point, seem to

be the logical next step in analyzing the author and his

drinking, but to do so would be to step into the trap of viewing
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drinking as detrimental to Fitzgerald's writing--the very error

that has already ensnared so many studies of Fitzgerald. The

problem with this approach is that it brings along

presuppositions about the nature of the relationship between

Fitzgerald and drinking that cannot be sustained, and that render

any such study fallacious and futile. The only "revelation" that

such an approach can possibly make about the relationship is that

drinking destroyed Fitzgerald's writing; drinking led to the

deterioration of his life, so how could his work be immune to

this degeneration? This rhetorical question/conclusion ignores

the presence of distinctions between different forms and

functions of drinking in Fitzgerald's fiction (the seven

categories), and only concentrates on the monolithic presence of

drinking in his life. It becomes unimportant for the biographer

that drinking even appears in his work, save for the fact that

they make their appearance in his life more easily discernable.

The determination of the meaning for its presence in his

writings, of how his writing could have possibly been untouched

by his physical decay, are left cheerfully unresolved. However,

the answer to this search, the means of forming a coherent theory

about the relationship between Fitzgerald and drinking, has been

implied by everything I have said until now.

The seven categories of drinking appear throughout

Fitzgerald's writing, serving as a survey of the emotions and

attitudes he associated with drinking. This fact suggests that

drinking, and the dissolution it caused in his health and
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emotional state, was the prime motivation for his literary

career. Rather than destroying it, drinking--his drinking-

provides a theme and a principle which ties all of his work

together. Each of his five novels contains characters who drink,

and this drinking furnishes much of the novels' action and

emotional content. An examination of The Great Gatsby will bear

this out. Probably the book that most critics would least

associate with drinking as a theme, The Great Gatsby reveals the

degree to which drinking actually holds Fitzgerald's fiction

together as a whole.

Almost every major scene in The Great Gatsby involves

characters drinking. Drinking sets the atmosphere for the entire

novel: Gatsby's parties are drenched in alcohol; Gatsby's riches

have come from the illegal sale of alcohol; drinking precedes the

confrontation between Tom and Gatsby; the last image of Tom and

Daisy in the novel has them conspiring over "two bottles of ale"

(146). This prevalence of drinking sets the moral tone of the

novel, a tone of inebriated love, dissipated morals, drunken

actions, and intoxicated idealism. Drinking helps to set the

rich off from the rest of society; it serves as a metonym of

their careless and purposeless existence. Daisy drinks a

cocktail (she claims she does not drink, but the presence of four

cocktails for four people suggests otherwise) as she ask,

"What'll we plan? What do people plan?" (12) If the drinking

were to be removed from the novel, its moral atmosphere would be

drastically altered; the novel would display what Daisy calls the
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"secret society" of the rich as careless and purposeless without

establishing any metonymic relationship between this society and

their ordinary, everyday actions. with the drinking intact, The

Great Gatsby remains a powerful novel about the inequality of the

old rich and the nouveau riche, about the drinking society of the

1920's, and about the nonexistent moral sensibilities of this

drinking class.

The theme of drinking runs throughout all of Fitzgerald's

novels; its presence is as profound in This Side of Paradise, The

Beautiful and Damned, Tender Is the Night, and The Last Tycoon,

as I have shown it to be in The Great Gatsby. Drinking is not

merely a theme of his novels; it serves as a principle of

coherence th t relates all of the works to the vision of one

author, providing a form of intertextuality which ties all of his

novels together. It is this intertextuality of drinking that

allows for the recognition of a coherent relationship between

Fitzgerald and drinking; it shows the extent of the

correspondence between his novels and signifies his dependence

upon drinking for his writing. The drinking in his novels and

his own drinking now become a single, integrated sign.

Fitzgerald's biographers, as well as Thomas Gilmore in

Equivocal Spirits, point out the manifold correlations between

his drinking and the drinking in his novels. Two examples: Dick

Diver's beating by Roman taxi drivers and police officers in

Tender Is the Night and Fitzgerald's similar beating in Rome

(224-227; Bruccoli 211; Donaldson 165; Mizener 180-181; Turnbull,
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148); and, Anthony and Gloria Patch's parties at their country

house in The Beautiful and Damned and the Fitzgeralds' drinking

parties at their house in Westport, Connecticut (235-241;

Bruccoli 144; Mizener 132-133). The importance of all these

correlations is that they conclusively show that Fitzgerald

intentionally included personal drinking incidents in his novels.

This fact is not confined to one or two of his books; it applies

to all five novels, strengthening their intertextual connection.

But it is unnecessary, even erroneous, to examine the

drinking 'n Fitzgerald's novels solely within the confines of

each novel. The drinking events in Fitzgerald's life are not

divided up into separate periods of time; his drinking is

inscribed as a continuum throughout his life. As one analyzes

Fitzgerald's drinking as representing a continuity, one should

now analyze the drinking in the novels without confining it to

specific books. Drinking establishes the intertextuality of

Fitzgerald's novels, which can help to eliminate previous

problems critics have perceived in his texts. For instance, Dick

Diver's decline in Tender Is the Night is described by Gilmore as

unbelievable because, in that book, "alcoholism surfaces so long

after any characteristics that it might help explain that it is

never properly attached to them" (103). But the principle of

intertextuality shows that Diver's alcoholism can be explained by

Anthony Patch's drinking in The Beautiful and Damned; Diver's

alcoholism in fact surfaces some four hundred pages before the

characteristics it explains in Tender Is the Night. The principle
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of intertextuality also makes it possible for the enhancement

through drinking that Maury Noble seeks in The Beautiful and

Damned to explain Nick Carraway's drinking at Gatsby's parties;

Monroe Stahr's drinking after his break-up with Kathleen Moore in

The Last Tycoon can explain Amory Blaine's drinking to escape the

memory of breaking up with Rosalind Connage in This Side of

Paradise. Chronological order need not be respected since, in

reality, it no longer exists. Drinking is a synchronic order of

experience that is merely encountered--read--diachronically; the

characters throughout the intertextual novel manifest the same

attitudes towards drinking, the same emotional connections with

drinking, and these similarities render any diachronic reading of

the drinking illogical. The characters in the intertextual

novel, with respect to their drinking, have become metaphors for

one another just as the five separate novels have become a single

intertextual novel that can be read in any order. This

intertextual novel must be consulted in this form to study

Fitzgerald's drinking because, again, the seven drinking

categories represent a theme and principle common to the author's

life and text(s). The use of the intertextual novel in this

manner throws into relief the blurring of the fact/fiction

distinction in any study of Fitzgerald and drinking.

Fitzgerald recognized the obscuring of the fact/fiction

distinction in the memo I quoted earlier under the category of

escape. Fitzgerald wrote, "I wish the Beautiful and Damned [sic]

had been a maturely written book because it was all true" (quoted
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in Bruccoli 299). The critical reviews of this novel are

generally unfavorable, citing its intellectual pretensions and

"contrived ending" as major flaws in construction (Gilmore 98).

However, in light of Fitzgerald's statement about the relevance

of this novel to his life, as well as the attention this now

draws to the seven drinking categories within the novel, The

Beautiful and Damned becomes less a failed attempt at fiction and

more a successful and valuable "portrait of the artist." The

intertextual novel, of which Damned is but a component, now

serves as a wellspring of material which exposes the ideology

Fitzgerald formed in examining and evaluating his drinking:

Anthony Patch's drinking is Dick Diver's drinking is Fitzgerald's

drinking; Anthony's fight with Bloeckman is Dick's fight with the

Roman taxi drivers and police officers is Monroe Stahr's fight

with Brimmer is Fitzgerald's fight with the bouncer at the Jungle

Club (Bruccoli 149; Turnbull 123). The list of examples is

almost limitless. The intertextual novel has become the

biography of Fitzgerald.

From this view, the information found in literary

biographies about Fitzgerald's drinking can now more properly be

understood as merely a restatement of the same ideology of drink

to be found within the intertextual novel. Literary biographers

can only rephrase, even plagiarize, the work Fitzgerald has

already written concerning drinking--after all, no distinction

can be made between Fitzgerald's drinking and the drinking of his

characters. Other aspects of Fitzgerald's life--i.e., failed
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romances, financial difficulties, falling popularity--could have

also found their way into his novels in hopes that they too could

be evaluated; this being the case for drinking, the possibility

becomes a probability. Even without this probability, however,

the fact that the literary biographers I accounts of Fitzgerald's

drinking necessarily copy their information from the intertextual

novel makes it impossible to speak of the "definitive literary

biography. II After reading about Fitzgerald's drinking in his

intertextual novel, the biographers cannot help but incorporate

that novel's account of his drinking ideology into their "own"

studies. The literary biography of Fitzgerald serves no longer

as the final judgement, the definitive account of the author's

life, for t at is now the role of the intertextual novel.

Literary biography now has only two productive functions in the

study of the author and his work. It serves as: (1) an archival

holding or collection of autobiographical and first-hand data

about Fitzgerald that would be otherwise more difficult to obtain

(i.e., interviews with the friends and family of the author; the

author's works, notebooks and letters that are only available in

university or other types of library collections); and (2) a

severely abridged version of the intertextual novel which

condenses the narrative found therein, conveying the same

information to people unfamiliar with and perhaps reluctant to

read the intertextual novel.

In Recognizing Biography William Epstein characterizes the

current state of the biography in terms remarkably similar to my
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own. He writes:

In recent years, as during other periods

in the past, the complex activity of reading

and analysis associated with the cognitive

experiencing and re-experiencing of biography

(an activity which I shall call biographical

recognition) has intensified its efforts to

distinguish itself from literary recognition

(or, more commonly, literary response) and

historical recognition (more commonly, historical

understanding). (1)

It is my argument that one cannot distinguish between what

Epstein call biographical recognition (the writing and reading

of biography) and literary recognition (the writing and reading

of literary texts) because the two are inseparable; they are two

aspects of the same mode of thought and activity; one cannot

separate the biographical from the literary in Fitzgerald's (or

any other writer's) intertextual novel.

Biographers are always at odds with themselves when trying

to write an objective account of an author's life. As Epstein

observes, "[A] narrative of the biographer's course of research

is competing with (as it is complementing) a narrative of the

biographical subject's life-course" (170). Biographers' research

methods and presuppositions necessarily cloud their judgment as

it relates to their biographical findings. As David Novarr

writes in The Lines of Life, to study a literary biography the
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student must account for the biographer's own "purposes; his

assumptions, predilections, and principles; his own emotional and

intellectual range" (ix). However, the biographers themselves

presuppose intertextuality without knowing it as that. And thus

they cannot analyze the intertextual novel, but only rephrase it.

In this current mode, biography is not a form of inquiry at all.

Rather, as Hugh Kenner recently described it, biography "is not a

science but a modest sub-genre of fiction" (101). The problem

for biographers, then, is to recognize their goal as simply a

paraphra 'ng of the intertextual novel and to provide what

otherwise unobtainable information they can--namely personal

interviews and the author's writings in special collections-

rather than merely condensed version of the intertextual novel

that conveys the same information.

Fitzgerald's biographers--and generally all biographers--had

to have had an affinity for the work of the author. Otherwise,

they would not have devoted years of their lives to researching

him and writing an account of his life. Since biographers must

read all of a writer's fiction, they would by necessity have been

exposed to, and influenced by, the intertextual novel. In fact,

it is highly probable that this interest in his intertextual

novel preceded and provoked the interest in the "life."

Biographical information "about" Fitzgerald's drinking, then, has

been shaped by the narrative of drinking found in the

intertextual novel. Indeed, biographers are simply re-packaging

that narrative; it is already accessible, and in its most
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definitive form. Yet Fitzgerald's biographers fail to make the

connection between drinking in the intertextual novel and

drinking in the "life," unless they assimilate this connection to

something like autobiographical correlations between the two

(e.g., Dick Diver's beating and Fitzgerald's beating). But any

such explanation still fails to provide the formulation of a

theory of the drinking connection. The only conclusion that can

be arrived at, in light of my investigation of this relationship,

is that drinking provided a coherence for the writing. No other

conclusion is even available. Their method has closed their

inquiry before it has properly even started. Yet such a

conclusion would make it patent even to the biographers that

their "schol 1:"ly biographies" are mere rewritings of Fitzgerald

and, thus they must find some other application for the

relationship of drink to writing. Hence the claim that drinking

destroyed his writing. The irony of this conclusion is that

Fitzgerald's novels became more critically acclaimed as his

career, and drinking, progressed. The Great Gatsby is highly

praised, Tender Is the Night is called an advance over The Great

Gatsby, and The Last Tycoon, though unfinished, is considered to

have the makings of having become his finest novel. The

biographers provide this account of Fitzgerald's growing

reputation, but never talk about its relevance to their criticism

of Fitzgerald's drinking. The pertinence is that it steels the

principle of intertextuality between the experience of drinking

and the evaluation of drinking. But this is glossed over,
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ignored, thus allowing the biographers' erroneous theory to gain

wide acceptance. And all of this is done out of their "respect"

and "reverence" for Fitzgerald.

Although the Fitzgerald biographies are thus distorted, they

do provide some useful material for anyone studying him. They

contain interviews with his friends and family, such as Edmund

Wilson, George Jean Nathan, Laura Guthrie, Sheilah Graham, and

scottie Fitzgerald smith. These interviews provide statements,

attributable to Fitzgerald, that help to flesh out a more

complete intertextual novel. The biographies also contain many

citations of unpublished writings by Fitzgerald, such as his

notebooks (which were published in one volume which is currently

out of print)i his uncollected personal letters, his ledgers, and

unpublished writings by others recording Fitzgerald's words, such

as his secretary Laura Guthrie's journal. For my study, this

information has been invaluable, helping to provide more data

about Fitzgerald's views of drinking. Such information is of the

kind that is unique to the literary biography and which carves

out a role for it in the domain of literary criticism.

I must acknowledge that my study, too, could be criticized

because it merely re-states what has already been narrated in

Fitzgerald's intertextual novel. However, my purpose was not to

propose an original interpretation of Fitzgerald's life and work,

but rather to draw attention to what has gone unnoticed for too

long. Fitzgerald's intertextual novel provides all the

information one needs to define properly the relationship between
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his drinking in practice and the drinking in his writing. I

merely point critics to the proper source, the source that shows

that Fitzgerald's drinking and his writing were inseparable.

Fitzgerald's career is (in his own phrase) a blaze of work and

liquor.
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Notes

I am indebted to Dr. D. G. Myers for his guidance in the

conception and construction of this project. His suggestions and

editorial assistance have proven invaluable in getting my ideas

into print. lowe almost as much to the Texas A&M Honors Program

for their Undergraduate Fellows programming and their generous

financial support, which has enabled me to undertake the year of

research that has gone into this project.
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